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ABSTRACT
Field Validation of an Advanced Autonomous Method of Exterior Dam Inspection Using
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Benjamin Joseph Barrett
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
The maintenance of infrastructure is critical to the well-being of society. This work
focuses on a novel method for inspecting the exterior of dams using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) in an automated fashion. The UAVs are equipped with optical sensors capturing still
images. The resulting images are used to generate three-dimensional (3D) models using
Structure from Motion (SfM) computer software. The SfM models are then used to inspect the
exterior of the dam. As typical dam inspections entail completing a checklist of inspection items
with varied degrees of precision (e.g. a concrete spillway may be finely inspected for cracking or
joint deterioration while the general stability and water-tightness of a large embankment may be
observed from a distance), a targeted inspection is also needed for the UAV method. In
conjunction with the work presented in this thesis, a novel algorithm was developed which uses
camera view planning across multiple proximity levels to generate a set of camera poses
(positions and orientations) which can be collected in an autonomous UAV flight that facilitates
generation of SfM models having tiered model quality for targeted inspection of infrastructure
features. In this thesis, this novel algorithm and accompanying mobile application (referred to
together as the novel advanced autonomous method) were field validated at Tibble Fork Dam,
UT. The advanced autonomous method was compared to two other common image acquisition
methods—basic autonomous and manual piloted—based on the SfM models produced from the
collected image sets. The advanced autonomous method was found to produce models having
tiered quality needed for efficient targeted inspection (25% and 50% higher resolution in
medium and high priority target areas). The advanced autonomous method was found to produce
models having on average 38% higher precise point accuracy (1.3cm) and 53% tighter surface
reproducibility (for repeat inspections) (1.9cm) than basic autonomous and manual piloted image
acquisition methods. The advanced autonomous method required on average 167% longer flight
time and 38% fewer images than the other two methods, resulting in increased field time but
decreased processing load. Additionally, viability of the advanced autonomous method for
practical dam inspection was assessed through a case study inspection of Tibble Fork Dam using
the collected SfM model and corresponding still images. The SfM model and corresponding
images were found fully adequate for performing 94% of the inspection tasks and partially
adequate for the remaining tasks. In consideration of this and other practical implementation
factors such as time and safety, the method appears highly viable as an alternate to or supplement
with traditional on-foot visual exterior inspection of dams such as Tibble Fork Dam. Suggestions
for future work include adjustments to the optimization framework to improve field efficiency,
development of a framework for cooperative inspection using UAV swarms, and development of
a more automated workflow that would allow fully-remote dam inspections.
Keywords: UAV, dam inspection, SfM, photogrammetry, view-planning, targeted, automated,
viability
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background
This work focuses on the exterior inspection of dams using Structure from Motion (SfM)

models created from optical imagery collected by an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) in an
advanced autonomous method. Background to this work includes exterior inspection of dams,
the application of UAVs for infrastructure inspection, SfM technology and modeling, and UAV
imagery collection.

1.1.1

Exterior Inspection of Dams
This work focuses on a subset within the significant infrastructure maintenance

challenge: exterior inspection of dams. Maintenance of infrastructure is essential to the wellbeing of society (un.org). Manmade infrastructure such as roadways; airports; public buildings;
water storage, treatment, and delivery systems; and waste management systems are lifelines to
society. If these systems break down, communities are placed in crisis (Seed and Duncan 1981).
Accordingly, thorough measures are taken to regularly inspect and repair deficiencies in these
critical infrastructure elements. Inspection tasks are unique to each infrastructure type and the
associated susceptibilities for deterioration and/or failure.
This study specifically addresses the exterior inspection of dams. A dam is a structure
created to impound fluids, often water, for storage, flood control, streamflow augmentation,
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recreation, or other various purposes (Reclamation 1987). Several dam types exist including
earthen; rockfill; and reinforced concrete gravity, thin-arch, or buttress dams. To perform their
intended functions, dams have elements which are visible at the surface and elements which are
internal to the dam structure (Reclamation). Only the inspection of exterior elements is addressed
in this work. However, anomalies detected at the exterior of a dam such as wet spots can often be
indicative of concerns within the interior of the dam. Exterior elements in need of inspection
include the dam structure itself, the dam abutments (the natural soil or rock to which the dam
structure is connected), the intake and outlet works for controlled passage of water through the
dam, the spillway for passage of excess flows in flood and highwater conditions, and other
unique features depending on dam type such as a control house or internal drainage
appurtenances for an embankment-style dam. Figure 1-1 shows an earthen dam with several of
these features labeled. As part of a typical dam design process, engineers identify potential
deterioration and/or failure modes that should be regularly monitored during dam operation. The
agency or entity responsible for operation and maintenance of the dam then performs regular
inspection to ensure continued safe operation of the facility (Reclamation 1987).

1.1.2

UAVs in Infrastructure Inspection
In the last several years, UAVs have been more frequently used for infrastructure

monitoring and inspection. The UAV, often referred to as a drone, is a small unmanned vehicle
capable of traversing the aerial space while carrying various sensors for data collection. The
versatility of the UAV allows inspection from aerial perspectives physically inaccessible by
inspection personnel. The UAV has also been used to minimize or replace otherwise dangerous
infrastructure inspections such as rappelling the near vertical face of a thin-arch dam. A few of
the many infrastructure inspection applications included in existing literature are bridge
2

inspection (Ellenberg et al. 2014), dam inspection (Buffi et al. 2017), landslide monitoring
(Niethammer et al. 2012), power line inspection (Luque-Vega et al. 2014), and open-pit mine
mapping (Tong et al. 2015). Typical sensors mounted on a UAV for infrastructure inspection
include optical (digital cameras) (Kaiser et al. 2014), light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
(Wallace et al. 2012), infrared (Thermal) (Luque-Vega et al. 2014), and multi-spectral (Nebiker
et al. 2008). Each sensor type has unique capabilities and limitations, and sensor types are
usually selected on the basis of inspection task, cost, and availability.

Figure 1-1. Typical features on embankment-style dam.
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1.1.3

Photogrammetry and Structure from Motion Modeling
One inspection method which has been investigated for infrastructure monitoring is

three-dimensional (3D) modeling using optical imagery and Structure from Motion (SfM)
technology. A set of optical images from varied positions around an object can be used to
reconstruct a spatially accurate 3D model of the object using SfM (Agisoft 2018). The basic
process of an SfM algorithm is to identify and match common features across multiple images,
compute camera poses (positions and orientations), and calculate 3D locations of imaged
features based on camera parameters such as focal length, sensor size, and image skew
(Furukawa and Hernández 2015), (Agisoft). The result is a 3D reconstructed model of the object,
colored based on the original input images (Furukawa and Hernández), (Bentley 2016). Figure 12 illustrates the basic concept of SfM. Commercial SfM software programs allow for the creation
of 3D models of large buildings, neighborhoods, and even cities using thousands of images
(Bentley).
SfM modeling has been investigated for use in diverse infrastructure inspection and
analysis tasks. Once a model is generated using SfM, it can be visually inspected or further
analyzed using computer programs (Ham et al. 2016), (Yang et al. 2015). For visual inspection,
infrastructure features can be viewed using both the 3D SfM model and the corresponding still
images in tandem, as both perspectives have visual inspection value—still images generally have
finer resolution but a 3D SfM model gives clearer spatial context and allows for in-model
measurements to be made (Bentley Reality Modeling 2017). Common types of post-processing
analysis of SfM models include surface change mapping (Lucieer et al. 2014), anomaly detection
(Torok et al. 2013), geologic structure mapping (Assali et al. 2014), and volume calculation
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(Kaiser et al. 2014). SfM is popular because of its visual quality, portability, ease of data
collection and relatively low cost (Westoby et al. 2012), (Johnson et al. 2014).

Figure 1-2. Conceptual diagram of SfM.
1.1.4

UAV Imagery Collection
UAV imagery for SfM modeling of infrastructure should be planned such that the

resulting dataset meets the needs of SfM algorithms for high-quality scene reconstruction. As
SfM algorithms operate by matching common points across multiple images and triangulating
spatial position of features using camera poses, images of a given feature should vary enough but
not excessively in angular perspective relative to the feature. For example, images from nearly
identical pose are redundant and provide a very weak spatial triangulation, but image pairs from
very different poses may not be matchable due to occlusion and viewability (Agisoft 2018). The
recommended difference in angular perspective relative to the feature being modeled for
matching image pairs is generally on the order of 15 degrees (Furukawa and Hernández 2015),
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(Bentley 2016). For complex, variable infrastructure features, this can be difficult to achieve for
all surfaces.
UAV image acquisition for infrastructure inspection via SfM modeling has been
performed both manually and autonomously. The process of and challenges associated with both
piloted and autonomous image acquisition are discussed below.
1.1.4.1

Piloted Image Acquisition
Many cases of infrastructure inspection via SfM modeling in literature use manual piloted

flights for image acquisition (Buffi et al. 2017), (Niethammer et al. 2012), (Khaloo et al. 2018).
In these cases, pilots generally make several passes over a site from varied perspectives and may
orbit features where needed in an effort to obtain adequate coverage for SfM modeling. Due to
some redundancy, piloted missions often result in a relatively large image set for SfM model
processing. Potential advantages of piloted image acquisition include ability for dynamic flight
adjustment based on detection of anomalies in the infrastructure and manned response to
unexpected safety hazards. A potential disadvantage of manual piloted image acquisition is
uncertainty that adequate coverage and overlap of the entire region will be obtained in the
absence of a systematic mission plan.
1.1.4.2

Autonomous Image Acquisition
Several other cases of infrastructure inspection via SfM modeling in literature use

autonomous flights for image acquisition (Siebert and Teizer 2014), (Gonçalves and Henriques
2015), (Lucieer et al.). Autonomous missions involve the use of some sort of mission planner to
determine the location from which images are taken and the path the UAV traverses during
inspection. One common method in literature and in industry is to perform simple parallel flight
line missions with specified path overlap and fixed camera orientation (James et al. 2017). Some
6

newer methods include optional orbit paths (Litchi 2018) around specified features or terrain
following parallel flight line paths (beta) (DroneDeploy 2018). This class of autonomous flight
mission planning is rather elementary, being minimally influenced by the geometry of the
inspection features; accordingly, it is termed basic autonomous in this document. Advantages to
basic autonomous image capture are simplicity, reliable image overlap, and relative speed. A
potential disadvantage is an inadequate set of perspectives for quality SfM modeling of complex
regions and features.
There are a few cases in which a more advanced mission plan has been used as in
(Schmid et al. 2012) and (Martin et al. 2016). The basis for these two works is a technique
known as view-planning. One of the main approaches to view planning for UAV coverage is to
provide initial geometric information for the feature or region to be imaged and to use selection
algorithms to plan a set of camera poses (positions and orientations) which will provide desired
“coverage” based on specified view criteria (Scott et al. 2003). For example, total coverage may
be defined as each point on the input surface being seen at least once from three different angle
ranges relative to the surface, as depicted in Figure 1-3. Figure 1-3 shows an example of a single
point in an input surface model with conical angle bins delineating angular perspectives relative
to that element. For coverage of an element, the element would need to be seen by a camera
perspective contained within each of the angle bins. Obtaining coverage of all or the majority of
the input surface with a minimal set of images is the object of the view planning algorithms
(Okeson 2018). Autonomous image acquisition based on such view planning methods is termed
advanced autonomous in this document. An advantage to advanced autonomous image capture
is reliable coverage of the feature being modeled from varied perspectives to ensure a high
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quality SfM model with a minimal number of images. Potential disadvantages are increased
complexity and need for input geometric information on the region being imaged.

Figure 1-3. Conceptual diagram of angle ranges in which images must view an element
on an input surface to achieve coverage in view planning for SfM modeling. Used with
permission from (Okeson).

Within the advanced autonomous image capture approach, limited work has been done to
achieve targeted (non-homogeneous) autonomous image acquisition. In much of the work done
on advanced autonomous mission planning, camera poses are planned at fixed proximity to the
surface. However, in a practical infrastructure inspection, there are nearly always specific
features at a given site that must be inspected more closely than other regions of the site. For
planning an autonomous inspection of such target features within a site, the view planning
approach can be extended to a multi-scale framework, in which multiple priority levels may be
specified based on inspection needs (Okeson). Khaloo and Lattanzi (2016) demonstrated that
images could be taken at varying proximity to achieve higher model resolution in specific areas.
Khaloo and Lattanzi (2016) planned images with designated overlap and varying proximity and
collected the images manually. Additionally, Martin et al. (2017) investigated multi-scale
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modeling in an iterative approach. Martin et al. (2017) performed initial homogeneous (singlescale) inspection flights followed by detection of anomalies within the study area. Subinspections were then flown at closer proximity for additional inspection of those anomalies.
While (Khaloo and Lattanzi) demonstrated feasibility and value of multi-scale SfM
modeling in a single inspection and (Martin et al.) applied view planning at multiple scales in
iterative inspection, a multi-scale targeted view planning approach for obtaining tiered SfM
model quality in a single autonomous inspection had not been done until (Okeson). Though
(Khaloo and Lattanzi) accomplished multi-scale SfM modeling in a single inspection, they did
not automate it with view planning. Additionally, though (Martin et al.) applied view planning at
multiple scales through iterative flights, they did not perform view planning at multiple scales to
obtain an SfM model having tiered quality from a single flight. Thus, integrating view planning
with the concept of multi-scale SfM modeling is new and was the work of (Okeson).
The method for automated multi-scale SfM modeling from a single inspection developed
by (Okeson) has only been validated in computer simulation and not at all in actual field
experiments. While (Okeson) performed simple preliminary field tests of elements of the view
planning algorithm, the full multi-scale inspection method has not at all been field validated at a
substantial civil engineering inspection site. Such a field validation is essential for the method to
be seriously considered by the civil engineering community for implementation in infrastructure
inspection. This work accomplishes the needed field validation for the work of (Okeson).
In addition to field validation of this novel advanced autonomous targeted inspection
method, a comparative evaluation between image acquisition methods is absent in the literature.
While forms of piloted, basic autonomous, and advanced autonomous image acquisition have
been performed in various infrastructure inspection case studies, to the author’s knowledge, no
9

study has performed thorough comparative evaluation of all three methods for a single site.
Without such a study, it is difficult to accurately assess the viability of these methods with
respect to one another.

1.2

Current Work
The purpose of the current work is three-fold. First, this study presents field validation for

a novel advanced autonomous UAV-based infrastructure inspection method (Okeson). Second,
the study provides a comparative assessment of the novel advanced autonomous image
acquisition method with two other methods of image acquisition common to literature and
industry: manual piloted and basic autonomous. Third, the study investigates the viability of the
novel advanced autonomous method for performing exterior inspection of dams.

1.2.1

Field Validation of Novel Image Acquisition Method
The first objective of this study is to field validate a novel advanced autonomous image

acquisition method based on the multi-scale view planning algorithm developed by (Okeson). To
provide a more complete background on the method being validated, a description of the multiscale view planning algorithm (Okeson) and corresponding Android mobile application are
included below, after which, the objective for field validating the method is stated.
1.2.1.1

Description of Multi-Scale View Planning Algorithm (Okeson)
While a more detailed description of the multi-scale view planning algorithm is contained

in (Okeson), with permission, a basic description of the algorithm is included here. Note that
view planning algorithms having similarities to the algorithm developed by (Okeson) have been
developed by others, including (Schmid et al.) and (Martin et al.). Accordingly, some aspects of
the algorithm are not unique or novel. The entire multi-scale view planning algorithm used in
10

(Okeson), which is field validated in this work, is nonetheless outlined here for completeness,
and novel elements of the algorithm are highlighted. Figure 1-4 shows the basic steps of the
algorithm: accepting user input, loading in terrain/surface information, generating camera poses
which could be selected, selecting an optimal set of camera poses, planning an efficient UAV
path to connect the selected waypoints, and outputting an ordered list of camera poses (positions
and orientations) to be captured by the UAV. Note that in the following discussion a camera pose
(position and orientation) is referred to simply as a camera, meaning a specific picture that can or
will be taken.
The first task of the algorithm is to accept user input for desired view planning. User
input consists of boundary extents of the region to be inspected, whether a previous SfM model
or public terrain data will be used as the input surface model, camera horizontal and vertical field
of view, location of priority features and priority levels for the inspection, desired distance of
camera positions from the surface for each priority level (directly affecting image and
resolution), a minimum safety distance the UAV must maintain from the ground surface when
capturing oblique images, mathematical percent coverage (usually 95% works well), and number
of images per flight batch based on battery life and weather conditions. Once user input is
supplied, the algorithm is initialized and begins completing the following steps.
First, the algorithm loads in terrain or surface information for the region to be modeled.
Based on the user selection of public terrain data or a previous SfM model as the input surface,
the algorithm loads the terrain information into a matrix. In the case of using public terrain data,
the algorithm automatically retrieves the terrain data for the inspection area from google maps
servers. In the case of using a previous SfM model, which is generally preferred for precise
targeted inspection. The SfM model can be supplied by the user in PLY mesh format having
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. Once the terrain has been loaded, the
algorithm begins camera generation.

Figure 1-4. Outline of multi-scale view planning algorithm (Okeson). Used with
permission from (Okeson).

Cameras are generated normal to surface polygons in the terrain data, and any invalid
cameras are removed from the set. Cameras are generated such that their position is located in
space at the specified distance in the direction normal to the surface with their pose looking back
down the normal toward the surface. Thus, in camera generation, each face of the model gets a
single camera pointed directly toward it at the specified camera distance based on the priority
level of the given face in the input model. In some cases, these generated cameras lie beneath the
ground surface or inside the specified safety boundary along the surface. Such cameras are
removed from the set of possible cameras. Once camera generation is complete, the algorithm
begins camera selection.
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Camera selection for multi-scale coverage is achieved serially using greedy heuristics.
The first step in camera selection is to generate a selection matrix that stores information on
which cameras can see which faces from the several view angles desired for SfM modeling
(Figure 1-3). Greedy heuristics are used for camera selection. The process is applied serially,
starting from highest priority to lowest priority. Once a set of cameras are chosen to satisfy
coverage for the highest priority regions, this coverage information is included in the selection
matrix for the next highest priority. The selection process is then completed for the next highest
region, but redundant cameras are not selected because the coverage obtained from the highest
priority set is accounted for. This process is completed for all priority regions until the entire
input surface is has been covered at the specified priority levels. The result is a set of cameras
covering the input surface at various proximities such that the output SfM model will have tiered
quality according to targeted inspection needs from a single automated multi-scale UAV
inspection. This serial multi-scale view planning approach by (Okeson) has not previously been
shown in literature. Once camera selection is complete, path planning for the UAV begins.
UAV path planning between selected cameras is performed in batches using the
Christofides method (Christofides 1976). As the UAV is limited by battery life in the number of
images that it can capture in a single flight, the selected camera set is batched based on the userspecified number of images per flight. Batching is performed by identifying the longest
dimension of the input region (length or width), ordering cameras by their position with respect
to that direction, and dividing the full camera set into camera set batches. The Christofides
method is then used to compute an efficient fight path between cameras in each batch. Once the
UAV flight path is chosen, the algorithm outputs the flight missions.
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The flight missions for the multi-scale targeted inspection are output to a text file as
ordered sets of waypoints for each flight in the inspection. If the number of cameras to be
captured to complete the inspection exceeds the amount that can be captured by the UAV with a
single battery, the algorithm outputs each flight mission (a single set of cameras to be completed
on one UAV battery) as a text file. The text file consists of ordered cameras (waypoints for the
UAV) with the corresponding camera orientations. This text file is read by a mobile application
used to control the drone and execute the missions until the inspection is complete.
1.2.1.2

Description of Android mobile application for flight execution
A basic mobile application was developed on the Android operating system to interface

with the commercial DJI drones used for autonomous image acquisition. The mobile application
uses functions available through the DJI software development kit (SDK) to complete the UAV
missions which are output from the multi-scale view planning algorithm. The in-field process of
the mobile application includes connecting to the UAV, preparing the mission file and uploading
it to the UAV, and executing the mission. First, the mobile application connects to the UAV via
the UAV remote controller. Next, the mission file is prepared and uploaded to the UAV.
Preparing the mission file involves reading the output text file from the algorithm and compiling
a mission file using the DJI SDK functions. The SDK functions control the UAV in traveling to
each waypoint, adjusting the UAV and camera orientation for the next waypoint in-flight
between waypoints, and capturing images at the waypoints. Once the mission is prepared and
uploaded to the UAV, it is stored on the UAV and will continue until completion even if there is
a disconnect between the UAV and the remote controller. Thus, once the mission has been
uploaded, mission execution is initialized, and the mission is completed autonomously.
However, for safe practice, a competent pilot can override the controls in case of unexpected
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wind gusts etc. To monitor UAV progress and aid in UAV control override, the mobile
application is equipped with first person view (FPV) and a location map of the UAV’s progress
in completing the mission. Camera settings can also be controlled within the mobile app.
1.2.1.3

Field Validation
This study provides field validation for the novel targeted advanced autonomous image

acquisition method (Okeson) previously discussed. As the method has only been tested in
computer simulation, a thorough field validation on a real civil infrastructure field application is
needed. Accordingly, this study applies the method in a field test to inspect an earthen dam. The
evaluation of the novel image acquisition method in this work is performance-based, in that the
acquisition method is evaluated based on the accuracy and quality of the resulting SfM model.

1.2.2

Comparative Study of Three Image Acquisition Methods
This study provides a comparative assessment of the novel advanced autonomous image

acquisition method with two other methods of image acquisition common to literature and
industry: manual piloted and basic autonomous. The application of these three methods to the
same site and same inspection problem allows meaningful quantitative comparison between the
methods and illuminates potential advantages and disadvantages of each of these methods for the
image acquisition task. Again, the analysis is performance-based using resulting SfM models.
Primary evaluation criteria are SfM model accuracy and SfM model reproducibility for repeat
inspections.

1.2.3

Application of Novel Method to Exterior Dam Inspection
This study investigates how well the novel inspection method can be used to perform

tasks required for the exterior inspection of an earthen dam. While scientific and quantitative
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measures such as spatial accuracy, model resolution, and model reproducibility have merit in
field validation, this portion of the study is a practical and qualitative evaluation of the extent to
which the novel advanced autonomous targeted inspection method can be used to accomplish
real earthen dam exterior inspection tasks. This assessment seeks to identify abilities and
deficiencies in the current method for performing the inspection tasks.
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2

METHODOLOGY

This chapter outlines the general methodology and key details of the study including site
selection, inspection objectives, test setup, UAV flight planning, UAV flight execution,
georeferencing, SfM modeling, SfM analysis, and qualitative inspection evaluation.

2.1

Site History and Selection
The test site used for field validation in this study is Tibble Fork Dam, located in Utah,

USA. Tibble Fork Dam is an earthen dam in the Wasatch Mountain Range approximately 260m
in crest length with a maximum stream to crest height of 25m. The dam underwent a
rehabilitation project during 2016-2017 to bring it into compliance with updated dam safety
standards (nrcs.usda.gov 2017). An aerial image of the dam post-rehabilitation is shown in
Figure 2-1.
The dam was selected as the practical validation site for this work because of its need for
regular, comprehensive inspection. A typical inspection routine for an earthen dam such as
Tibble Fork Dam includes careful visual inspection of structural health and identification of
hazardous anomalies such as seepage exits, excessive surface weathering and erosion,
deterioration of structural features, and vandalism. Current practice for inspection of earthen
dams involves operations and maintenance personnel walking up and down the groins of the dam
(the contacts between the embankment and the abutments), alongside the spillway structure,
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around the control house and spillway intake, and around other appurtenant features such as toe
drain outlets or downstream weir structures. Other regions, such as the central embankment, are
generally viewed from a distance, with less rigorous examination (Reclamation).

Figure 2-1. Aerial view of Tibble Fork Dam.
2.2

Inspection Objectives
The objective of the UAV-based inspection is to collect data in a targeted fashion to

facilitate the necessary inspection of dam features as outlined in the Site Selection section.
According to the specified inspection tasks, high and medium priority features are selected for
the multi-scale targeted imagery collection. To define priority features and regions on the dam,
the spatial coordinates of priority features are supplied to the algorithm along with a desired
radius around these features for priority modeling. Considering the average size of the target
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single features such as the spillway intake, the control house, and the seepage monitoring
locations; a standard radius of 7m around priority points is selected. In the case of linear features
such as the groins of the dam and the spillway structure, priority points are distributed along the
length of the features to fully cover the regions at the desired priority given the selected radius of
7m. According to this convention, Figure 2-2 shows the location of priority points overlain on
the coarse surface of the dam used for view planning (see Section 2.4.3). As shown in Figure 22, both high and medium priority features are specified, and all regions on the dam not contained
within medium or high priority boundaries are by default designated as low priority for
inspection planning. Flight proximities of 15m, 30m, and 60m are chosen for the high, medium,
and low priority levels, respectively. These proximities are chosen based on safety and obtaining
adequate SfM model resolution for inspection. The low to medium grade GPS on-board the
commercial UAVs used in the study can have up to several meters of error in flight position.
Accordingly, 15m is selected as the high priority proximity to allow a large enough safety buffer
to maintain safe automated flying in the event of UAV GPS error. In addition to the safety
consideration, experience with the cameras used in the study suggests that the SfM model
resolution obtained at the 15m to 60m range is appropriate for fine to coarse infrastructure
inspection.

2.3

Validation Criteria and Test Setup
Two important criteria for field validation of the novel targeted advanced autonomous

method are accuracy and reproducibility. Measuring SfM model accuracy against some form of
ground truth quantifies the level to which the spatial location and scaling of features represented
in SfM models may be assumed true and correct. In addition to accuracy assessment, measuring
SfM model reproducibility for repeat inspections quantifies the level to which change detection
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can be performed. Image sets from repeat inspections are not identical and will thus produce
slightly different SfM models. If such repeat models are to be used to detect changes at a site
from one point in time to another, it is necessary to understand the variability inherent in the data
acquisition and modeling process. Changes exceeding the reproducibility threshold can then
more confidently be assumed to represent real change, rather than error in the modeling methods.
As discussed in the subsequent sections, the two criteria are evaluated in separate field studies.
While this is not ideal, field circumstances necessitated that the tests be separate. The general
setup for each of these field studies is presented below. Also note that two addition forms of
model analysis are performed on the results from the accuracy study: tiered quality assessment
for targeted modeling and viability assessment for exterior dam inspection.

Figure 2-2. Priority points for targeted inspection of Tibble Fork Dam.
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Two independent field tests are performed to evaluate accuracy and reproducibility,
respectively, each having a slightly unique setup. The general test setup is consistent for both
accuracy and reproducibility tests: a ground survey is performed for spatially referencing SfM
models; targeted inspection flights are planned for each of the image acquisition methods—
manual piloted, basic autonomous, and advanced autonomous; targeted inspection flights are
performed; SfM models are processed; and SfM models are analyzed. However, there are some
unique characteristics of each of the tests, and these are noted in the subsequent presentation of
methodology. Where differences are major, separate subsections are included for the two tests.

2.4

Flight Planning
A multi-scale targeted inspection is planned for each of the image acquisition methods—

manual piloted, basic autonomous, and advanced autonomous. Flights are planned in accordance
with the priority regions and flight proximities given in the Inspection Objectives section. Flight
planning is kept consistent through the multiple repetitions in the reproducibility study, and
mission plans generated for the reproducibility study are re-used for the accuracy study.

2.4.1

Manual Piloted
Flight planning for the manual piloted method consists of informing the UAV pilot of

inspection objectives, including specified flight proximities for each priority level and the
recommended image set properties for SfM model generation, as outlined in Section 1.1.4. For
repeated flights, the pilot has liberty to perform subsequent flights in the same general pattern as
the first flight or to adjust the flight pattern while still working within the inspection criteria. For
example, the pilot can elect to fly the upper portion of the site first in the first inspection and fly
the lower portion first in a later inspection.
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2.4.2

Basic Autonomous
Flight planning for the basic autonomous method consists of creating multiple fixed

elevation flights using a commercial flight planner to meet inspection objectives. Basic
autonomous flight planning is performed using DroneDeploy (DroneDeploy 2018), a
commercial flight application. DroneDeploy is selected for use in this study based on its very
common use in basic autonomous flight planning for industrial inspection and mapping
(cnbc.com 2017), its compatibility with the leading commercial UAV platforms selected for the
study, and its user-friendly interface. DroneDeploy’s basic functionality allows the user to
choose a flight area, specify a fixed flight elevation from the takeoff location, and select desired
front-lap and side-lap of images. The mobile application then plans parallel flight lines over the
area to capture the images. The images are taken with the camera oriented directly downward.
Front-lap and side-lap are selected as 80% and 60%, respectively, based on recommendations in
literature and in commercial SfM software documentation (Furukawa and Hernández), (Bentley),
(Agisoft). Balancing precision and practicality, four separate missions are chosen to achieve the
multi-scale targeted inspection objectives. The inspection could be further broken down for
greater precision, but four was selected as a reasonable number of separate mission flights for a
single inspection at the site. Additional missions would make the process tedious and could
introduce complexities with ensuring adequate overlap of missions. Figure 2-3 shows the four
basic autonomous missions planned using the DroneDeploy application.
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Figure 2-3. Basic Autonomous missions planned using the DroneDeploy mobile app.
Clockwise from top left shows a) 60m upper embankment, b) 15m control house and
spillway intake, c) 30m spillway and left groin, and d) 30m lower embankment.
2.4.3

Advanced Autonomous
Mission planning for the advanced autonomous method consists of obtaining an

improved input model, and computing a targeted optimized mission based on inspection
objectives. As the novel mission planning algorithm computes a set of camera poses to obtain
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complete coverage of the study region, it is important that the input model of the study region be
relatively accurate. Due to recent rehabilitation of Tibble Fork Dam, public terrain data is out-ofdate, and a simple preliminary flight is performed to create an accurate model for advanced
planning. This is done by planning and executing a simple single-scale optimized flight at 80
meters. The flight consists of 51 images, and the preliminary model generated is shown in Figure
2-4. The model is downsampled to ten thousand faces for input into the optimization algorithm
(See Figure 2-2). From the input model, target features and flight parameters are selected
according to inspection objectives given in Section 2.2. The advanced autonomous inspection
mission is planned using the optimization algorithm. The output of the algorithm is a set of
mission files (batched according to battery life – see Section 1.2.1.1), each containing an ordered
set of image poses (positions and orientations). These mission files are accepted by the
corresponding mobile application developed in conjunction with the current work (Section
1.2.1.2). Figure 2-5 shows the planned advanced autonomous mission. Camera positions are
marked by dots, camera poses are marked by lines oriented toward the surface, and the UAV
path is marked by red lines connecting the camera positions.

2.5

Flight Execution
Flights are executed at Tibble Fork Dam using each of the image acquisition methods on

two separate dates, one for the reproducibility study, and one for the accuracy study. Flights for
manual piloted, basic autonomous, and advanced autonomous image acquisition methods are
performed on the same date for consistency in weather conditions, survey control, and lighting
conditions. However, the reproducibility and accuracy studies are performed on separate dates.
Four repeat flights are performed for each image acquisition method in the reproducibility
study—three with a DJI Phantom 4 quadcopter and one with a DJI Inspire 2 quadcopter
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equipped with the Zenmuse X5S camera. Specifications for these UAVs and their respective
cameras are given in Table 2-1, and photos of the platforms are shown in Figure 2-6. The
accuracy study consists of a single flight for each acquisition method using a DJI Phantom 4 Pro
quadcopter. Specifications and a photo of the Phantom 4 Pro are also provided in Table 2-1 and
Figure 2-6, respectively. These commercial UAV platforms are selected based on their large
share of the small UAV market (Dukowitz 2017), gimbal control in the DJI SDK (DJI 2016), and
ease of use.

Figure 2-4. Initial model of Tibble Fork Dam from preliminary 80m flight.
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Figure 2-5. Advanced autonomous mission planned using the novel view-planning
optimization algorithm.

Table 2-1: UAV Platform and Camera Specifications
Platform

DJI Phantom 4
DJI Phantom 4 Pro
DJI Inspire 2 with
Zenmuse X5S

Camera

Weight

Diagonal
Size

Sensor

Effective
pixels

Field of
View

1380g
1388g

350mm
350mm

1/2.3" CMOS
1" CMOS

12.4M
20M

94°
84°

3901g

605mm

4/3" CMOS

20.8M

72°

Figure 2-6. UAV platforms used in study: (from left) DJI Phantom 4, DJI Phantom 4
Pro, and DJI Inspire 2 with Zenmuse X5S camera.
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2.5.1

Manual Piloted
Manual piloted flights are performed manually by the UAV pilot using the DJI Go 4

mobile application in accordance with the manual piloted mission plan. Manual Piloted flights
are performed using interval image capture through the DJI Go 4 mobile flight application (DJI
2018). Auto exposure camera settings are used. The pilot manually controls the UAV to capture
the desired targeted inspection. The pilot maneuvers the UAV and controls camera orientation to
capture desired photos with the interval timer based on visual line-of-site and first-person vision
(FPV) supplied through the DJI Go 4 application. Each inspection is performed on a single
battery, corresponding to roughly 20 minutes of flight time.

2.5.2

Basic Autonomous
The pre-planned basic autonomous flights are performed autonomously using the

DroneDeploy mobile flight application. Pre-planned basic autonomous flights are selected within
the DroneDeploy mobile application and initialized for execution. The basic autonomous
missions are planned relative to the takeoff altitude, so a consistent takeoff location is maintained
across repeated flights. Two of the four missions for the basic autonomous flights reference a
takeoff altitude on the dam crest, and the other two reference a takeoff altitude on the
downstream access road. Once missions are initialized, the missions are executed autonomously.
The flight time for the four missions totals to 15-20 minutes. Up to all four missions are
performed on a single battery depending on transition time between missions. During the
autonomous flights, particularly the first execution of each mission, the UAV pilot watches the
UAV with the controller in hand to ensure that the UAV does not approach any hazards too
closely.
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2.5.3

Advanced Autonomous
The pre-planned advanced autonomous flights are performed autonomously using the

mobile application developed in conjunction with the current work. Again note that each
advanced autonomous inspection of the dam is divided into multiple missions—each mission
being a batch of waypoints that can be completed on a single battery (approximately 90 images
for Tibble Fork Dam; see Section 1.2.1.1). Pre-planned advanced autonomous missions are
uploaded to the drone and executed. Due to differing camera fields of view, the inspection is
batched into three missions for the Phantom 4 and Phantom 4 Pro configurations and four
missions for the Inspire 2 configuration. Each full mission corresponds to approximately 20
minutes (the flight time achievable on a single battery). In total, each advanced autonomous
inspection lasts approximately one hour. The total flight time for the advanced autonomous
inspection method is longer than for the basic autonomous and piloted missions because the
current advanced autonomous method and corresponding mobile application requires the UAV
to travel to each waypoint in the complex set and take a still image from the waypoint. In the
basic autonomous and manual piloted methods, images are taken on the fly along parallel flight
lines or pilot-determined flight paths, respectively, which reduces image acquisition time. A
detailed list of inspection duration and number of images for each inspection is given in Table 31 of the Results section. During the autonomous flights, particularly the first execution of each
mission, the UAV pilot watches the UAV with the controller in hand to ensure that the UAV
does not approach any hazards too closely. The DJI platforms are found to occasionally skip
cameras due to lack of ability to stabilize the camera before the autopilot image capture function
times out. This issue is thought to be caused primarily by high wind conditions, as the issue is
clearly exacerbated in high winds. To mitigate this technological issue, a mission checker script
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is run on each image set to identify any missed images and generate a new mission file to quickly
capture the missed images to complete the inspection.

2.6

Establishing Ground Control and Validating Model Accuracy and Reproducibility

For both model accuracy and model reproducibility assessments, SfM models are spatially
referenced using ground survey data, commonly referred to as “ground control.” Specifics on
establishing ground control and the methodology for validating model accuracy and
reproducibility based on this ground control is provided in the following subsections.

2.6.1

Accuracy Evaluation
Establishing ground control and validating SfM model accuracy are performed by

collecting high precision ground survey data and comparing processed SfM 3D models to
surveyed ground control. Twelve static features on the dam structure are chosen as ground
control points (GCPs) for providing spatial referencing to the SfM model. These include existing
survey benchmarks on the dam crest (Figure 2-7a), corners of concrete (Figure 2-7b), and
corners of guardrail posts (Figure 2-7c). An additional 15 targets (Figure 2-7d) are placed on the
dam surface to use as check points (CPs) for model accuracy, with five points for each of the
three priority levels. The 15 CPs are not used to spatially reference the SfM model but are used
only to measure model accuracy at sample locations. Figure 2-8 shows GCP and CP locations
used in the accuracy study. All points are surveyed by a Trimble S7 robotic total station (Figure
2-9) and TSC-3 data collector from two setup locations at the dam. The mean three-dimensional
difference between the two surveys is 1.2 cm. The average between these two coordinate datasets
is used in the accuracy analysis.
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Figure 2-7. Ground control point and check point features. Clockwise from top left
shows a) dam benchmark, b) corner of concrete manhole box, c) corner of guardrail
post, and d) checkpoint marker.
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Figure 2-8. Ground control point and check point layout for accuracy study.

Figure 2-9. Trimble S7 Total Station.
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2.6.2

Reproducibility Evaluation
Establishing ground control and validating SfM model reproducibility are performed by

collecting medium precision ground survey data and comparing processed SfM 3D models from
repeated flights against one another. For the reproducibility study, repeat data acquisitions
(image sets from repeat UAV inspections) are used with a single set of ground control reference
points, and the model variability is assessed. To be clear, the same spatial coordinates are used to
reference each of the repeat inspections. The resulting models are then compared to one another
to evaluate the effect of differing image sets on the finished repeat models. It is noteworthy that a
degree of the SfM model variability could be caused by variability introduced by the SfM
modeling programs used. However, the same SfM modeling programs are used for each of the
data acquisition methods, so the SfM modeling effects are treated as constant and are not
considered in the current work. See (Furukawa and Hernández), (James et al. 2017), or (Clapuyt
et al. 2016) for additional reference on SfM uncertainty and reproducibility. Given that the
purpose of the reproducibility study is to assess how closely models generated from repeat data
acquisitions are to one another and the same set of reference coordinates is used in each repeat
model, the global accuracy of reference coordinates is less important than the accuracy study,
and a medium-precision ground survey is used. Topcon GR-3 GNSS receivers (Figure 2-10) and
an FC-250 controller are used in base-and-rover style RTK GNSS surveying with an estimated
survey precision of 4cm. Figure 2-11 shows GCP locations used in the reproducibility study.
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Figure 2-10. Topcon GR-3 GNSS Receiver.

Figure 2-11. Ground control point layout for Reproducibility study.
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2.7

SfM Modeling
SfM modeling is performed using the commercially available software packages Bentley

ContextCapture (Bentley 2017) and Agisoft PhotoScan (Agisoft 2017). PhotoScan is the primary
modeling program for accuracy evaluation, ContextCapture is the primary modeling program for
reproducibility, and ContextCapture is the primary modeling program for quality and viability
evaluations. The reasons for these choices in SfM modeling software are stated in the following
subsections. Basic workflows and key processing settings for PhotoScan and ContextCapture are
given in the following subsections.
As part of the SfM workflow, GCPs and CPs are manually identified in images for spatial
referencing and error analysis of the SfM model. A general convention is adopted of tagging
each GCP and CP in four images, one more than the minimum of three required for triangulation
(Bentley). More than four images could be selected if available, but the convention of four is
used for consistency. These four images are manually selected as a set of four images in each
inspection dataset having high resolution at the GCP or CP location and having four distinct
perspectives. For precision in georeferencing, it is important to choose images having high
resolution at the GCP or CP location. The location of the GCP and CP is manually identified in
the four images by a mouse click as shown in Figure 2-12. Having distinct perspectives across
the four images allows a stronger triangulation in the camera alignment process, as these
reference spatial locations are used to locate, orient, and scale the 3D SfM model. For the
reproducibility study, effort is made to tag similar image sets for each repeat inspection.
Consistent spatial tagging across repeat inspections is generally easy for basic autonomous and
advanced autonomous data acquisition, as the inspection image sets are similar for repeat
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inspections. Consistent spatial tagging is more difficult, however, for manual piloted data
acquisition, as the inspection image sets vary substantially across repeat inspections.

Figure 2-12. Manual GCP & CP Selection for Bentley ContextCapture (left) and Agisoft
PhotoScan (right).
2.7.1

Accuracy Evaluation
PhotoScan is used as the primary modeling program for accuracy evaluation and a

standard workflow is followed with mostly default processing settings. PhotoScan is selected for
accuracy evaluation on the basis of performance (Jeon et al. 2017), ubiquity in the literature
(Kaiser et al.), (Ridolfi et al. 2017), (Lucieer et al.), and processing reports. The standard
workflow in PhotoScan consists of alignment of photos to create a sparse cloud, manual
identification of GCPs and CPs in images, optimization of camera alignment, generation of a
dense point cloud, and generation of a 3D textured mesh. Mostly default PhotoScan processing
settings are used as listed in the processing reports included in Appendix A. As part of the
modeling process, PhotoScan computes three dimensional errors in the SfM model relative to
input coordinates and selected georeferencing tags at GCPs and CPs. These error statistics are
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used in the SfM model accuracy analysis. The full error reports from PhotoScan processing are
included in Appendix A.

2.7.2

Reproducibility Evaluation
ContextCapture is used as the primary modeling program for reproducibility evaluation

and a standard workflow is followed with mostly default processing settings. ContextCapture is
selected for reproducibility evaluation on the basis of ease of use in SfM modeling, processing
speed (Jeon et al.) for modeling the many repeat inspections, meshing ability (Jeon et al.), and
ease of model navigation. The standard workflow in ContextCapture consists of alignment of
photos in a process called aerotriangulation, manual identification of GCPs in images (CPs are
not used in the reproducibility evaluation), and generation of a dense point cloud and/or 3D
textured mesh in a process called reconstruction. Mostly default ContextCapture processing
settings are used as listed in the processing reports included in Appendix A. For the
reproducibility evaluation, the output format for the SfM models is ASPRS LASer (LAS) format.
Models are sampled at 3 pixels per point for computational efficiency. These output LAS
inspection models are used for model reproducibility analysis.

2.7.3

Quality and Viability Evaluations
ContextCapture is used as the primary modeling program for the quality evaluation and

the viability evaluation. ContextCapture is chosen based on visual clarity of SfM models, ease of
model navigation for performing inspection tasks, and model shareability. ContextCapture
models in Bentley’s proprietary 3MX format display excellent visual quality and can be easily
navigated through Acute3D viewer at a smooth frame rate for easy model inspection (Bentley).
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The 3MX format can also easily be shared and navigated online from a web browser, which is a
significant strength from a viability standpoint (Bentley).

2.8

SfM Analysis
The processed targeted SfM inspection models generated from each data acquisition

method are comparatively analyzed by priority region for accuracy, reproducibility, resolution,
visual clarity, and reconstruction quality. A case study inspection is then performed to assess the
viability of the current methods for performing real dam inspections. The following subsections
describe specifics of the SfM analysis methodology first for accuracy evaluation and
reproducibility evaluation; second for a lumped category termed “quality evaluation” which
includes model resolution, visual clarity, and reconstruction quality; and finally for viability
evaluation of the current methods for exterior dam inspection. As the novel advanced
autonomous data acquisition method is the principal focus of this work, quality evaluation and
viability evaluation are assessed only for the advanced autonomous method.

2.8.1

Accuracy Evaluation
The accuracy of the processed targeted SfM inspection models is comparatively analyzed

by priority region for each data acquisition method using statistical analysis on 3D error at CP
locations in JMP (SAS 2016). As mentioned in the SfM Modelling section, Agisoft PhotoScan
generates an output report that includes three-dimensional error residuals at each GCP and CP.
These error residuals are based on the manual identification of GCPs and CPs in the four images
and the input ground control survey data. The error residuals represent how closely the spatial
coordinates of features identified by image pixels (during GCP and CP manual identification –
see Figure 2-12 given above) match the supplied ground control coordinates for those features in
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the generated 3D SfM model. Note again that though both GCPs and CPs are manually selected
in the SfM model processing, only GCPs are used to locate, orient, and scale the SfM model.
CPs are interspersed between GCPs to act as unbiased checkpoints on model accuracy (refer
again to the GCP and CP layout in Figure 2-8 given above). The use of CPs from Agisoft
PhotoScan for accuracy assessment is shown in (Gonçalves and Henriques) and (Turner et al.
2015). Recall that CP locations at the site are chosen such that five CPs are contained within
each of the priority levels for the targeted inspection—high, medium, and low. In SfM accuracy
analysis, CPs are labeled according to their priority level so that the factor of priority level can be
assessed by statistical analysis. A single inspection model for each data acquisition method is
analyzed by CP error using JMP, a common statistical analysis package. Additionally, the errors
for each data acquisition method are compared to one another to identify any statistically
significant differences in accuracy across the methods.
Least squares model fit, analysis of variance, and Tukey HSD comparison of multiple
means are the methods used to analyze statistical variance (Sall et al. 2012). A more specific
description of these methods in context of the analyses are provided in the Results section.

2.8.2

Reproducibility Evaluation
The reproducibility of the processed targeted SfM inspection models is comparatively

analyzed by priority region for each data acquisition method using statistical analysis on modelto-model comparisons facilitated by MapTek I-Site Studio (MapTek 2017), CloudCompare
(CloudCompare 2017), and JMP. Reproducibility of the SfM models consists of model-to-model
comparisons of surface extracts from the repeat inspection models. The basic workflow of this
method is presented followed by an explanation for why this approach is chosen.
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Reproducibility evaluation includes extraction of sample surfaces from SfM models,
model-to-model comparison between repeat inspection models, and statistical analysis of the
mean model-to-model differences. The first step in performing model-to-model surface
comparisons is selection of sample locations for the comparisons. Figure 2-13 shows the location
of sample extractions. All extractions are 4m x 4m in the horizontal plane. Four extraction
locations are selected in each of the priority regions, three on embankment terrain and one on
asphalt roadway surface. Surfaces are extracted from the LAS point cloud models using MapTek
I-Site Studio, a commercial point cloud analysis program. Second, the first inspection model for
each data acquisition method is chosen as the base model and repeat inspections are compared to
the first base model using CloudCompare, an open source point cloud analysis program. To
perform model-to-model comparisons, the base model point cloud is converted to a 2.5D mesh,
and the cloud-to-mesh (C2M) distance is mapped between the base mesh model and each of the
repeat inspection LAS surfaces (Figure 2-14). The use of C2M for displacement detection
between point clouds is shown in (Abellán et al. 2009) and (Lague et al. 2013). Mean distance is
computed between each cloud and the base mesh surface. The full set of distance comparisons is
provided in Appendix B. Once comparisons are completed for all repeat inspections at all sample
locations, the mean distances are statistically analyzed with respect to data acquisition method
and priority level using JMP. Again, least squares model fit, analysis of variance, and Tukey
HSD comparison of multiple means are the methods used to analyze statistical variance. A more
specific description of these methods in context of the analyses are provided in the Results
section.
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Figure 2-13. Sample locations for reproducibility study (all model extractions are 4m x
4m in horizontal plane).

Figure 2-14. Cloud-to-mesh distance computation in CloudCompare (4 m x 4 m section
of left groin shown).
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Reproducibility is analyzed by surface comparison to assess the ability of the current
methods to accurately detect surface displacements in an embankment-style dam. A common
objective for repeated inspections is change detection over time. For an embankment-style dam,
inspection models from multiple inspection dates can be compared to identify irregular slope
movement or excessive erosion. As earthen slopes do not have precise edge features that can be
tracked at precise points, such analysis requires movement detection on irregular and possibly
vegetated terrain. Given these criteria, a surface-based reproducibility evaluation is selected for
the current study. It is likely that inspection reproducibility at precise points would involve less
model noise and natural variability, resulting in a finer level of reproducibility. Lague et al.
(2013) point out that surface roughness introduces error in change detection from repeat
modeling. While this effect is not thoroughly assessed in the current work, one of the
reproducibility sample locations for each priority level is taken on the asphalt access road, where
less model noise is expected, and the results are compared with the terrain samples on the dam
embankments and groin areas.

2.8.3

Quality Evaluation
The SfM model quality across priority levels for the advanced autonomous image

acquisition method is assessed based on model resolution, visual clarity, and reconstruction
quality. While SfM model quality may seem an elementary evaluation, it is nonetheless
important in performance-based analysis of a data acquisition method for targeted dam
inspection. The criteria for model quality evaluation include model resolution, visual clarity, and
reconstruction quality. Model resolution is mapped using CloudCompare and examined
alongside the map of priority levels for the targeted inspection to assess how effectively the
collected data captures high resolution where needed. Visual clarity is evaluated across priority
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level by examining the visual clarity of similar features across priority levels in an SfM model at
a uniform scale. Reconstruction quality is assessed by examining how well features inherently
difficult for SfM modelling are reconstructed across priority levels. Both visual clarity and
reconstruction quality evaluations are performed using Bentley’s Acute3D Viewer software
(Bentley 2017), an SfM model-viewing tool packaged with ContextCapture. SfM model quality
evaluation based on model resolution, visual clarity, and reconstruction quality facilitates
assessment of the viability of the current method for performing real dam inspection tasks.

2.8.4

Viability Evaluation
A case study approach is used to assess the viability of the advanced autonomous image

acquisition and SfM modeling method for facilitating the completion of a typical targeted dam
inspection. To compliment the quantitative evaluation of the current work, a practical
application-based evaluation is performed. Tibble Fork Dam is inspected via the SfM model and
associated still images using a typical checklist for exterior embankment dam inspection. The
checklist selected for the viability evaluation is taken from the Association of State Dam Safety
Officials (ASDSO) website (damsafety.org). The inspection checklist was originally compiled by
the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and includes a form for investigating deterioration
and failure modes of features typical of embankment dams. A similar inspection checklist can be
found in (Reclamation). The checklist from ASDSO contains inspection instructions for the
structure and features found at Tibble Fork Dam, so it is suitable for use in the viability
evaluation and is a good representation of a typical exterior inspection of an embankment dam. A
tabulated form of the completed checklist is provided in the Results section, and the original
copy is included in Appendix C. An adequacy rating is given to the SfM/still images method for
each inspection task based on how well the task may be completed using the SfM model and
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associated still images. These ratings are “adequate,” “partially adequate,” or “inadequate.”
Additionally, workflow items pertaining to viability of the current work for inspection are
considered. From these evaluations, the overall viability is assessed.
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3

RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the study conducted at Tibble Fork Dam and discusses
interpretations and/or implications of the results. Study results include flight planning and
execution; SfM modeling; and SfM analysis which involves accuracy evaluation, reproducibility
evaluation, quality evaluation, and viability evaluation.

3.1

Flight Planning and Execution
A total of 15 targeted inspections were performed at Tibble Fork Dam as part of the

accuracy and reproducibility studies. A summary of the inspections for both studies is given in
Table 3-1. The accuracy study included a total of three inspections with the Phantom 4 Pro UAV
platform—one for each of the data acquisition methods. The reproducibility study included a
total of 12 inspections—three for each of the data acquisition methods on the Phantom 4 UAV
platform and one for each of the data acquisition methods on the Inspire 2 UAV platform. Table
3-1 also lists the number of images and flight time for each inspection flight in the two studies.
Note that the Inspire 2 UAV platform was not used in the accuracy study due to camera issues
discovered in the reproducibility study (see Section 3.3.2).
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Table 3-1: Summary of UAV Inspections
Inspection Mission
Reproducibility Study
Manual Piloted 1
Manual Piloted 2
Manual Piloted 3
Manual Piloted 4
Basic Autonomous 1
Basic Autonomous 2
Basic Autonomous 3
Basic Autonomous 4
Advanced Autonomous 1
Advanced Autonomous 2
Advanced Autonomous 3
Advanced Autonomous 4
Accuracy Study
Manual Piloted 1
Basic Autonomous 1
Advanced Autonomous 1

UAV Platform

Number of
Images

Flight Duration
(min)

Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Inspire 2
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Inspire 2
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Inspire 2

576
581
565
348
377
424
400
356
266
266
266
312

23
19
18
30
19
19
16
22
54
54
55
57

Phantom 4 Pro
Phantom 4 Pro
Phantom 4 Pro

653
276
266

23
15
54

Comparison of flight durations from the inspections shows that the advanced autonomous
method requires a significantly longer field inspection duration than the manual piloted and basic
autonomous methods. The advanced autonomous method took on average 144% longer flight
time than the manual piloted method and 189% longer flight time than the basic autonomous
method. Thus, the advanced autonomous method required on average 2.7x the flight time
required for the other two methods. As discussed in Section 2.5.3, the flight duration for the
advanced autonomous method is comparatively long because of the complex dispersed nature of
the camera set and the limitation that images cannot currently be captured on the fly. This is a
noteworthy limitation of the advanced autonomous method. It could potentially be mitigated by
altering the optimization framework to account for total distance traveled or by altering the
mobile application such that images can be captured on the fly.
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Comparison of image sets from the inspections shows that the advanced autonomous
method requires a smaller image set than either the manual piloted or basic autonomous
methods. On average, the advanced autonomous method required 29% fewer images than the
basic autonomous method and 46% fewer images than the manual piloted method. Thus, the
advanced autonomous method required on average 38% fewer images than the other two
methods. While the number of images collected in a manual piloted inspection depends largely
on the pilot and the pilot’s experience, it is reasonable to assume that the pilot will error on the
side of capturing plenty of images for adequate coverage of the inspection targets, consistent
with the observed trend. SfM model processing time is estimated to scale between linearly and
quadratically (Fathi et al. 2015), (Wu 2013). Consequently, it is very valuable to reduce the
number of images required for inspection. This is a relative advantage of the advanced
autonomous method over the basic autonomous and manual piloted methods.
As anticipated, the image sets from the three acquisition methods display characteristic
flight paths and camera poses, and a sample image set for each method is shown in Figure 3-1.
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show plan view and spillway intake oblique perspectives, respectively, of the
third inspection repetition model for each of the data acquisition methods in the reproducibility
test. The manual piloted image sets showed wide variety in camera pose (position and
orientation) and generally followed the targeted inspection objectives given in Section 2.2. The
basic autonomous image sets showed camera poses at consistent, grid-pattern positions with
downward orientation. The advanced autonomous image sets showed relatively consistent but
well-dispersed camera positions and varied camera orientations.
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Figure 3-1. Image poses for third repetition of each data acquisition method – plan view;
from left, manual piloted, basic autonomous, and advanced autonomous.
3.2

SfM Modeling
A total of 16 SfM models were generated for the targeted inspections included in the

accuracy and reproducibility studies at Tibble Fork Dam as summarized in Table 3-2. The
accuracy study includes a total of three full SfM models (one accuracy model from PhotoScan
for each data acquisition method). The dataset for the advanced autonomous method in the
accuracy study was also processed using ContextCapture for the quality and viability
evaluations. These first four models are in textured mesh format. The reproducibility study
includes a total of 12 SfM models generated using ContextCapture. These latter 12 models are in
LAS point cloud format, downsampled at 3 pixels per point for processing efficiency. Plan view
images of all 16 models are included in Appendix A. As samples, Figure 3-3 shows the advanced
autonomous SfM model generated in PhotoScan for the accuracy study, and Figure 3-4 shows
the basic autonomous third repetition model generated in ContextCapture for the reproducibility
study.
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Figure 3-2. Image poses for third repetition of each data acquisition method – spillway
intake; from top, manual piloted, basic autonomous, and advanced autonomous.
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Table 3-2: Summary of SfM Inspection Models
SfM Inspection Model
Reproducibility Study
Manual Piloted 1
Manual Piloted 2
Manual Piloted 3
Manual Piloted 4
Basic Autonomous 1
Basic Autonomous 2
Basic Autonomous 3
Basic Autonomous 4
Advanced Autonomous 1
Advanced Autonomous 2
Advanced Autonomous 3
Advanced Autonomous 4
Accuracy Study
Manual Piloted 1
Basic Autonomous 1
Advanced Autonomous 1
Quality & Viability Analysis
Advanced Autonomous 1

UAV Platform

Modeling Software

Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Inspire 2
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Inspire 2
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Phantom 4
Inspire 2

ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture
ContextCapture

Phantom 4 Pro
Phantom 4 Pro
Phantom 4 Pro

PhotoScan
PhotoScan
PhotoScan

Phantom 4 Pro

ContextCapture

Figure 3-3. Advanced autonomous SfM model for accuracy study.
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Figure 3-4. Basic autonomous third repetition SfM model for reproducibility study.
3.3

SfM Analysis
The results of the SfM analysis are presented and discussed below. Results include

accuracy evaluation based on JMP analysis, reproducibility evaluation based on JMP analysis,
quality evaluation based on visual analysis of SfM models, and viability evaluation based on
performance of a test inspection of Tibble Fork Dam using data from the advanced autonomous
method.

3.3.1

Accuracy Evaluation
The three-dimensional error at checkpoints was analyzed in JMP to determine the

observed effect of data acquisition method and priority level on model accuracy. Note that 3D
error is the direct measurement referred to in the following discussion, but lower 3D error
effectively means higher model accuracy. The statistical analysis method consisted of a least
squares model fit and comparison of multiple means using the Tukey HSD method (Sall et al.).
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As part of the Tukey HSD method, ordered differences were computed. Ordered differences
show the difference in computed means based on the varied parameters, and the associated pvalue suggests the statistical significance of that difference in means. A p-value of less than 0.05
indicates that there is a statistically significant difference in the result (model error) between the
two parameters compared (e.g. advanced autonomous vs basic autonomous data acquisition
methods) at the standard 95% confidence level. In some cases where statistical significance is
not shown for the sample size of the dataset, the number of additional samples needed to show
statistical significance (assuming the mean and variance in the dataset are approximately correct)
is reported.
The accuracy study consisted of five main analyses. All 45 checkpoints (15 from each of
the three inspection models corresponding to the three data acquisition methods) were used in
two analyses: first, to observe any statistically significant differences in 3D error across data
acquisition methods (irrespective of priority level); and second, to observe any statistically
significant differences in 3D error across priority levels for the combined dataset (irrespective of
data acquisition method). These first two analyses on the full dataset were performed
simultaneously. Following, each data acquisition method (15 checkpoints) was analyzed
separately to observe statistically significant differences across priority levels unique to one or
more of the three data acquisition methods.
Tables 3-3 and 3-4 show the results of the least squares model fit and the Tukey HSD
comparison of means. Table 3-3 shows that mean 3D error was highest for the basic autonomous
method, intermediate for the manual piloted method, and lowest for the advanced autonomous
method, with a statistically significant difference between the advanced autonomous method and
the basic autonomous method indicated by the p-value of 0.003 shown in Table 3-4. There was
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nearly a statistically significant difference between the manual piloted method and the basic
autonomous method. If the mean and variance of the collected sample dataset are approximately
correct, one additional sample per priority level would be needed to show statistical significance
between manual piloted and basic autonomous and seventeen additional samples per priority
level would be needed to show statistical significance between advanced autonomous and
manual piloted. From a practical standpoint, using the means in SfM model error, the advanced
autonomous method was on average 38% more accurate than the basic autonomous and manual
piloted methods.
The trend in mean error by data acquisition method observed in Table 3-3 may be a
consequence of the type of camera perspectives typically captured using the three different data
acquisition methods. A common trait between the advanced autonomous and manual piloted
datasets is that they include views of the surface from varied oblique perspectives in contrast to
the solely straight-downward views in the basic autonomous dataset. As discussed in Section
1.1.4, oblique views of the surface from varied perspectives provide for stronger triangulation of
feature position. While the piloted method does not capture a dataset that follows the
recommended SfM requirements as precisely or consistently as the advanced autonomous
method, the UAV operator was informed of the needs for high quality SfM modeling and
attempted to collect views of the target regions from varied obliquity and perspective. This
progressive improvement of coverage and angular overlap (perspective and obliquity) from basic
autonomous to manual piloted to advanced autonomous is a very plausible explanation for the
same trend in accuracy.
Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the results of the least squares model fit and the Tukey HSD
comparison of means for the combined dataset (all 45 checkpoints) with respect to priority level.
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Table 3-5 shows that for the combined dataset mean 3D error was highest for the medium
priority level, intermediate for the low priority level, and lowest for the high priority level, with a
statistically significant difference between the medium and high priority levels indicated by the
p-value of 0.016 shown in Table 3-6.
Table 3-3: Least Squares Means for 3D Error (m) at Accuracy Checkpoints
Level

Least Sq Mean

Std Error

Lower 95%

0.013
0.025
0.017

0.002
0.002
0.002

0.008
0.020
0.012

Advanced Autonomous
Basic Autonomous
Manual Piloted

Upper
95%
0.018
0.030
0.022

Mean
0.013
0.025
0.017

Table 3-4: Least Squares Means Tukey HSD Ordered Differences for 3D Error (m) at
Accuracy Checkpoints
Difference

Std Err Dif

Advanced
Autonomous

Lower
CL

Upper
CL

pValue

0.012

0.004

0.004

0.021

0.003

Manual Piloted

0.008

0.004

0.000

0.017

0.061

Advanced
Autonomous

0.004

0.004

-0.005

0.013

0.491

Level

- Level

Basic
Autonomous
Basic
Autonomous
Manual
Piloted

Table 3-5: Least Squares Means for 3D Error (m) at Accuracy Checkpoints
Level
Low
Medium
High

Least Sq Mean

Std Error

Lower 95%

0.019
0.023
0.013

0.002
0.002
0.002

0.014
0.018
0.008

Upper
95%
0.024
0.028
0.018

Mean
0.019
0.023
0.013

It is likely that this unexpected statistical significance in priority level may result from a
skew in the basic autonomous dataset. A simplified report of the analyses on priority level
conducted for each of the data acquisition methods separately is shown in Table 3-7. From Table
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3-7, it is apparent that the mean 3D error for the medium priority level in the basic autonomous
dataset is approximately two to four times greater than the other error values and likely skewing
the analysis. The unexpectedly high error at the medium priority level in the basic autonomous
dataset could have resulted from weak triangulation or limited coverage in the basic autonomous
dataset at one or more of the medium priority CP locations. Recall that the basic autonomous
inspection is a composite of four mission plans. The resulting composite dataset could have had
locally poor triangulation or coverage at one or more CP locations in the medium priority level,
resulting in higher 3D error for the medium priority level. It is noteworthy that high error at
medium priority level discussed here also contributes to the mean 3D error for the basic
autonomous method in the data acquisition analysis. It may nonetheless accurately represent a
potential weakness of the basic autonomous method.
Table 3-6: Least Squares Means Tukey HSD Ordered Differences for 3D Error (m) at
Accuracy Checkpoints
Level

- Level

Medium
Low
Medium

High
High
Low

Difference

Std Err Dif

0.010
0.007
0.004

0.004
0.004
0.004

Lower
CL
0.002
-0.002
-0.005

Upper
CL
0.019
0.015
0.012

pValue
0.016
0.167
0.541

Table 3-7 shows that the advanced autonomous method follows the expected trend of
increasing accuracy by increasing priority, but the other methods do not. This trend in the
advanced autonomous may be explained in part by the process for CP identification in the SfM
modeling process. As discussed in Section 2.7, checkpoint locations can be identified more
precisely at higher priority levels where finer resolution images are available. However, the basic
autonomous and manual piloted methods do not follow this same trend. As none of these trends
is considered statistically significant, it may be that, generally, the accuracy of SfM models does
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not significantly correlate with priority level. An alternate explanation is that the trend observed
in the advanced autonomous dataset, though not statistically significant in this analysis,
represents a real trend in accuracy when the data acquisition characteristics across priority levels
are essentially uniform, as in the case of the advanced autonomous method. In contrast, there is
much more uncertainty in the character of the image sets for the manual piloted and basic
autonomous datasets. The quality and completeness of perspectives obtained through the manual
piloted or basic autonomous (which is a composite of four fixed altitude missions – see Section
2.4.2) methods may vary across priority level based on the images the pilot captures or how the
composite basic autonomous inspection is designed. From a practical standpoint, however,
except for the comparatively high error at medium priority for the basic autonomous method, all
error values are roughly in the 1-2cm range, which may be acceptable for many applications.
Table 3-7: Summary of Least Squares Means by Priority Level for 3D Error (m) at
Accuracy Checkpoints
Advanced Autonomous
Basic Autonomous
Manual Piloted

Low
0.016
0.021
0.021

Medium
0.013
0.039
0.018

High
0.010
0.016
0.021

It is also worth noting here that in addition to the trueness of spatial location of points in a
model, “accurate” representation of features for visual inspection depends largely on visual
clarity and model resolution. As will be discussed the quality evaluation that follows, deriving
actionable inspection information from models for target features is greatly aided by higher
resolution and visual clarity at those target features. Such improved resolution and visual clarity
lead to accurate interpretation of feature condition. In other words, the correct location of some
feature in space is inadequate if there is not sufficient visual detail to understand the
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characteristics of that feature. Thus, along with model accuracy, the ability to accurately interpret
a model, aided by resolution and clarity, should be kept in mind. See Section 3.3.3 for evaluation
of those model characteristics.
In summary, 3D error was largest for the basic autonomous data acquisition method,
intermediate for the manual piloted data acquisition method, and lowest for the advanced
autonomous data acquisition method. The only statistically significant difference in 3D error by
data acquisition methods observed in the sample dataset was between basic autonomous and
advanced autonomous. However, if the sample mean and variance calculated are approximately
correct, one additional sample per priority level would be needed to show statistical significance
between manual piloted and basic autonomous and seventeen additional samples per priority
level would be needed to show statistical significance between advanced autonomous and
manual piloted. From a practical standpoint, using the means in SfM model error, the advanced
autonomous method was on average 38% more accurate than the basic autonomous and manual
piloted methods. When considering accuracy by priority level for all data acquisition methods
collectively, the only statistically significant difference in accuracy by priority level was between
medium and high priority, likely caused by an outlier in the basic autonomous method. When
considering accuracy by priority level for the data acquisition methods individually, only the
advanced autonomous method followed the expected trend of increasing accuracy with
increasing priority level. In addition to trueness of the spatial location of points in a model, the
ability to accurately interpret condition of target features through improved model resolution and
visual clarity should also be kept in mind.
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3.3.2

Reproducibility Evaluation
The mean three-dimensional distance at sample locations for the reproducibility study

was analyzed in JMP to determine the observed effect of data acquisition method and priority
level on model reproducibility. Ancillary effects of UAV platform and surface type were also
considered. Note that mean distance is the direct measurement referred to in the following
discussion, and lower mean distance is taken to mean tighter model reproducibility. The
statistical analysis method consisted of a least squares model fit, comparison of multiple means
using the Tukey HSD method, and analysis of variance (Sall et al.). As part of the Tukey HSD
method, ordered differences were computed. Ordered differences show the difference in
computed means based on the varied parameters, and the associated p-value suggests the
statistical significance of that difference in means. A p-value of less than 0.05 indicates that there
is a statistically significant difference in the result (mean distance) between the two parameters
compared (e.g. advanced autonomous vs basic autonomous data acquisition methods) at the
standard 95% confidence level. As part of the analysis of variance, effect tests are performed in
which a p-value is computed representing the statistical significance of a particular effect (e.g.
priority level) on the mean distance. In some cases where statistical significance is not shown for
the sample size of the dataset, the number of additional samples needed to show statistical
significance (assuming the mean and variance in the dataset are approximately correct) is
reported.
First, an analysis of variance effect test was performed to determine the statistical
significance of UAV on model error and to identify whether both Inspire 2 and Phantom 4
datasets should be considered together in the remainder of the analysis. For the entire dataset
(107 sample locations), the computed least squares means for the Phantom 4 and Inspire 2 were
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0.032m and 0.106m, respectively. This represents a mean distance for the Inspire 2 platform over
three times that of the Phantom 4. Accordingly, the analysis of variance effect test resulted in a
p-value of 0.0000. The much greater error in the Inspire 2 data likely resulted from camera issues
encountered in the field including incorrect metadata tagging and improper camera focusing.
Consequently, the Inspire 2 datasets were omitted from the remainder of the reproducibility
study.
An ancillary effect considered in the study was whether the surface type (terrain or
pavement) of the sample had a significant effect on reproducibility. As a preliminary side
investigation on the effect of data noisiness on reproducibility, the 18 pavement samples were
compared with the 54 terrain samples to observe any significant difference in mean distance. As
shown in Table 3-8, there was no statistically significant difference in mean distance based on
surface type, either when all acquisition methods were considered together or when they were
considered separately. The advanced autonomous method followed the expected trend of tighter
reproducibility with less noise (pavement rather than terrain), but the other data acquisition
methods did not. Both pavement and terrain surface types were included in the analysis of data
acquisition method and priority level.
Table 3-8: Summary of Least Squares Mean Distances (m) and P-Values for Surface
Types
Advanced Autonomous
Basic Autonomous
Manual Piloted
Combined

Terrain
0.020
0.035
0.043
0.033
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Pavement
0.016
0.038
0.043
0.032

P-Value
0.593
0.805
0.990
0.962

The data acquisition and priority level portions of reproducibility study consisted of five
main analyses. All 72 sample locations (two repeat inspection models with 12 sample locations
each for all three data acquisition methods) were used in two analyses: first, to observe any
statistically significant differences in mean distance across data acquisition methods (irrespective
of priority level); and second, to observe any statistically significant differences in mean distance
across priority levels for the combined dataset (irrespective of data acquisition method). These
first two analyses on the full dataset were performed simultaneously. Each data acquisition
method (24 sample locations) was then analyzed separately to observe statistically significant
differences across priority levels unique to one or more of the three data acquisition methods.
Tables 3-9 and 3-10 show the results of the least squares model fit and the Tukey HSD
comparison of means. Table 3-9 shows that mean distance was highest for the manual piloted
method, intermediate for the basic autonomous method, and lowest for the advanced autonomous
method. Table 3-10 shows that there was a statistically significant difference between the
advanced autonomous method and the basic autonomous method indicated by the p-value of
0.012. There was also nearly a statistically significant difference between the advanced
autonomous method and the basic autonomous method. If the mean and variance of the collected
sample dataset are approximately correct, two additional samples per priority level would be
needed to show statistical significance between advanced autonomous and basic autonomous and
twenty-five additional samples per priority level would be needed to show statistical significance
between basic autonomous and manual piloted. From a practical standpoint, using the means in
SfM mean distance between inspections, the advanced autonomous method had on average 52%
tighter reproducibility than the basic autonomous and manual piloted methods.
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The trend in reproducibility by data acquisition method observed in Table 3-9 may be a
consequence of the uniformity (or lack of uniformity) in camera perspectives typically captured
across repeat inspections using the three different data acquisition methods. A common trait
between the advanced autonomous and basic autonomous datasets is that they are relatively
uniform in image positions and poses for repeated inspections in contrast to the highly variable
image positions and poses in the manual piloted datasets. The basic autonomous data acquisition
method captures images at a specified time interval along a specified pathway, rather than at set
waypoints as in the advanced autonomous method. Thus, the advanced autonomous data
acquisition method may be slightly more consistent than the basic autonomous method.
Additionally, the advanced autonomous image acquisition method more consistently and more
precisely meets the recommended SfM requirements (Section 1.1.4) than does either of the other
data acquisition methods under normal circumstances. This consistency and precision likely
contribute to the tighter reproducibility of the SfM models observed in the advanced autonomous
method.
Table 3-9: Least Squares Means for Mean Distance (m) at Sample Locations
Level
Advanced Autonomous
Basic Autonomous
Manual Piloted

Least Sq Mean

Std Error

Lower 95%

0.019
0.036
0.043

0.006
0.006
0.006

0.008
0.024
0.031

Upper
95%
0.031
0.047
0.054

Mean
0.019
0.036
0.043

Tables 3-11 and 3-12 show the results of the least squares model fit and the Tukey
HSD comparison of means for the combined dataset (all 72 sample locations). Table 3-11
shows that for the combined dataset mean distance was highest for the high priority level,
intermediate for the low priority level, and lowest for the medium priority level. Table 3-12
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shows that there was no statistically significant difference in mean distance observed across
priority levels when analyzing the combined dataset of all data acquisition methods.
Table 3-10: Least Squares Means Tukey HSD Ordered Differences for Mean Distance
(m) at Sample Locations
Level

- Level

Manual
Piloted
Basic
Autonomous
Manual
Piloted

Advanced
Autonomous
Advanced
Autonomous
Basic
Autonomous

Difference

Std Err Dif

Lower
CL

Upper
CL

pValue

0.023

0.008

0.004

0.042

0.012

0.016

0.008

-0.003

0.035

0.110

0.007

0.008

-0.012

0.026

0.640

Table 3-11: Least Squares Means for 3D Error (m) at Accuracy Checkpoints
Level
Low
Medium
High

Least Sq Mean

Std Error

Lower 95%

0.032
0.027
0.039

0.006
0.006
0.006

0.021
0.016
0.028

Upper
95%
0.043
0.038
0.050

Mean
0.032
0.027
0.039

Table 3-12: Least Squares Means Tukey HSD Ordered Differences for 3D Error (m) at
Accuracy Checkpoints
Level

- Level

Difference

Std Err Dif

High
High
Low

Medium
Low
Medium

0.012
0.007
0.005

0.008
0.008
0.008

Lower
CL
-0.007
-0.012
-0.014

Upper
CL
0.031
0.026
0.024

pValue
0.312
0.653
0.828

A summary of the least squared means and the effect test p-values from the analysis of
variance for the datasets considered individually is given in Table 3-13. There was a statistically
significant difference in mean distance between the low priority level and the other two priority
levels observed when analyzing the advanced autonomous dataset individually. In the other data
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acquisition methods, there does not appear to be a clear trend in mean distance by priority level,
but it is notable that there is nearly a statistically significant difference between the medium and
high priority levels for the basic autonomous method.
Table 3-13: Summary of Least Squares Mean Distances (m) and P-Values for Priority
Levels
Advanced Autonomous
Basic Autonomous
Manual Piloted
Combined

Low
0.005
0.033
0.057
0.032

Medium
0.026
0.023
0.032
0.027

High
0.027
0.051
0.038
0.039

P-Value
0.001
0.063
0.392
0.341

A possible explanation for the relatively high mean distances at high priority level is that
the SfM modeling process could be flattening the surface at lower priority levels where the
image resolution is comparatively low. Noise can be introduced in repeat models due to imaging
rough embankment terrain surfaces from different perspectives in subsequent inspections (Lague
et al.). This effect can be exacerbated at high priority, where image resolution is high enough that
SfM attempts to model vegetative growth on the surface. However, at low priority, the effect can
be reduced because with low resolution images, surface undulations are not as precisely modeled
in SfM, and vegetation is essentially flattened onto the ground surface. See Section 3.3.3.3 for
more discussion of that effect. Such reduction in model noise could contribute to higher
calculated consistency in the SfM models at lower priority.
Another possible explanation for comparatively high mean distances at high priority level
is that SfM may have a harder time consistently modeling the higher priority regions because
high priority images do not have as much global context due to restricted view at high priority
proximity to the surface. For low priority images, larger portions of the dam are viewed, and
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there is greater global reference for the SfM reconstruction. However, at high priority regions
(particularly in the left groin of the dam where the inspection surface is concave), often single
high priority images have connecting features (tie points) identifiable only in other high priority
images. In concept, high priority images may be primarily connected with other high priority
images, and there may be slight divergence or inconsistency in the localized regions as SfM tries
to connect those regions to the rest of the model. If this is the case, a possible mitigation would
be requiring cross-scale connecting images in the data acquisition process. In the case of the
advanced autonomous method, this could be done by requiring the algorithm to select several
images covering the high priority region at medium and high priority proximity to the surface to
aid in tying the entire model together with greater consistency.
In summary, mean distance (lesser mean distance means tighter reproducibility) was
greatest for the manual piloted data acquisition method, intermediate for basic autonomous data
acquisition method, and least for the advanced autonomous data acquisition method. The only
statistically significant difference in mean distance by data acquisition method was between
manual piloted and advanced autonomous. However, if the sample mean and variance calculated
are approximately correct, two additional sample per priority level would be needed to show
statistical significance between advanced autonomous and basic autonomous and twenty-five
additional samples per priority level would be needed to show statistical significance between
basic autonomous and manual piloted. From a practical standpoint, using the means in SfM mean
distance between inspections, the advanced autonomous method had on average 52% tighter
reproducibility than the basic autonomous and manual piloted methods. The Inspire 2 datasets
were omitted from the analysis due to a very significant difference in mean distance likely
caused by camera issues noted in the field. When all data acquisition methods were analyzed
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together, there was no statistically significant difference in mean distance across surface types or
priority levels. However, when datasets were analyzed individually, there was an unexpected
statistically significant difference in mean distance with respect to priority level for the advanced
autonomous method, possibly resulting from flattening of the SfM model caused by lower
resolution images at low priority level. An alternate possible cause for comparatively high mean
distance observed at high priority level is lessened global context for SfM reconstruction at high
priority level.

3.3.3

Quality Evaluation
The SfM model quality across priority levels for the advanced autonomous image

acquisition method was assessed based on model resolution, visual clarity, and reconstruction
quality. To evaluate the ability of the novel advanced autonomous data acquisition method to
achieve the tiered model quality necessary for targeted inspection, the advanced autonomous
model from the accuracy study was evaluated based on model resolution, visual clarity, and
reconstruction quality.
3.3.3.1

Model Resolution
The advanced autonomous image acquisition resulted in an SfM model having tiered

model resolution. Figure 3-5 shows a map of the dam with the scalebar indicating surface point
densities per 1 cm radius. While there is some noise and scatter in the resolution map, examining
Figure 3-5 alongside Figure 2-2 shows that the achieved resolution aligns quite well with the
selected priority regions for inspection planning. Using mid-range point densities of 2800, 3500
and 4100 points per unit area from Figure 3-5, resolution for medium and high priority regions
are approximately 25% and 50% higher, respectively, compared to low priority regions. As point
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density derives directly from pixel density, this highlights how the multi-scale targeted planning
approach concentrates SfM processing load where high-resolution data is most needed for
inspection. Achieving higher resolution modeling of critical structures in priority regions also
has the potential to facilitate computer vision-based anomaly detection in post-processing model
analysis, such as the work done in (Torok et al.).

Figure 3-5. Map of model resolution calculated as the number of surface points within a
1cm radius.

3.3.3.2

Visual Clarity
Inspection of the multi-scale model shows that visual clarity improves significantly by

priority level. Figure 3-6 displays samples of modeled rip-rap at each priority level. The medium
and high priority regions have much finer detail in the model than the low priority region.
Though such a simple visual comparison of model quality may seem trivial, the end use of SfM
models is often visual qualitative evaluation of infrastructure. In this case, model clarity in
needed areas is highly valuable. While an ideal model might have excellent visual clarity in all
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locations, targeted collection better meets inspection objectives while limiting collection and
processing costs. Results of this study have shown that tiered visual clarity was obtained in an
autonomous inspection, achieving higher visual clarity where needed and lower visual clarity
where higher clarity was less needed. It is important to also note that improved visual clarity for
target inspection features contributes directly to accurate interpretation of the condition of those
features.

Figure 3-6. Visual comparison of rip-rap extracts in (shown from left) low, medium, and
high priority regions of SfM model.

3.3.3.3

Reconstruction Quality
Analysis of the SfM model showed tiered reconstruction quality by priority region.

Higher priority regions have reduced flattening effects on protruding features, reduced warping
of angular features and better reconstruction of open features. SfM programs generally have
difficulty accurately reconstructing angular, protruding and open (non-solid) features (Furukawa
and Hernández). Often, such features are warped, non-existent or flattened in SfM models. As
expected, image sets containing ample close views of varying perspective and obliquity improve
the reconstrucability of such features. Analysis of the multi-scale advanced autonomous model
shows a step improvement in reconstruction of features difficult for SfM. Figure 3-6 shows
reduced warping and spanning of angular rip-rap. Figure 3-7 shows successful reconstruction of
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a protruding spillway drain access pipe in high priority region compared to pixels of a
piezometer pipe flattened onto the ground surface in low priority region. Finally, Figure 3-8
shows more successful reconstruction of “open” guardrails in high priority compared to low
priority. These examples demonstrate the improved quality of SfM model reconstruction with
increasing priority level, again validating the achievement of tiered model quality through multiscale view planning. Again, improved integrity in SfM reconstruction for target inspection
features contributes directly to accurate interpretation of the condition of those features.

3.3.4

Viability Evaluation
The viability of the advanced autonomous image acquisition and SfM modeling method

for achieving the objectives of exterior dam inspection was analyzed in a case-study approach by
inspecting Tibble Fork Dam using the SfM model and corresponding images. A typical exterior
inspection of Tibble Fork Dam was performed using the ContextCapture advanced autonomous
model from the accuracy study and the corresponding still images. Table 3-14 shows inspection
items, inspection observations, whether the SfM model was used to inspect the item, whether the
still images were needed to supplement the SfM model to accomplish the inspection task,
adequacy rating for the SfM and still images available, and description of inspection adequacy.
The key for the adequacy rating is A for adequate, PA for partially adequate, and I for
inadequate.
Nearly all of the inspection tasks were able to be completed using the SfM model and
corresponding still images, and only a small number of the inspection tasks required use of the
still images as a supplement to the SfM model. Of the thirty-three items in the inspection (Table
3-14), only six tasks required the use of the still images in addition to the SfM model. All other
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inspection tasks were able to be completed using the SfM models alone. These six involved
detection of cracks and anomalies on the spillway intake and flow-way, estimation of toe drain
flow amount and water clarity, and checking for rutting or erosion on the dam crest. In the case
of crack and anomaly detection in the concrete, the still images were used as a supplement to the
SfM model because there were a few concrete surfaces which were not smoothly reconstructed.
In the case of the toe-drain flow amount and water clarity, the SfM reconstruction was warped
and unclear, as SfM struggles to reconstruct fluids. In the case of rutting or erosion on the dam
crest, the SfM model had artificial bumpiness on one section of the surface. All of these cases
were at least partially resolved by using the still images as a supplement.
Two of the inspection items received a partially adequate rating because they would need
improved resolution or manual inspection in person. The first was an anomaly on the inside of
the spillway, shown in Figure 3-9, which appeared to be a joint seep but also showed signs of
possible concrete deterioration in both the SfM model and the still images. However, this
anomaly may have required descent over the spillway weir for closer examination even if it was
detected in person. The second was precise measurement of the toe drain flows. Only a rough
estimate was possible from the still images. This could be mitigated however with the
installation of a clear visual monitoring gage or an electronic flowmeter. A few items on the
checklist were not applicable to Tibble Fork Dam or were not visible from above ground.
Overall, the SfM model and accompanying images performed excellently in facilitating the
exterior dam inspection, and essentially all of the standard inspection tasks were successfully
completed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-7. Visual comparisons of SfM reconstruction of instrumentation features in low
(c) and high (d) priority regions. Corresponding still images for each feature are shown
in (a) and (b), respectively. Piezometer pipe at left is 11 cm in diameter and protrudes
approximately 0.55 m from ground surface. Spillway drain access pipe at right is 17 cm
in diameter and protrudes approximately 0.36 m from ground surface. Pipe in (c) (low
priority region) was flattened onto the embankment surface in SfM model. Pipe in (d)
(high priority region) was properly reconstructed.
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Figure 3-8. Visual comparison of guardrails in the low (left) and high (right) priority
regions. Guardrail spacing is 1.9m.

Figure 3-9. Seep location and possible concrete deterioration in spillway intake structure.
At left is a screen capture from the SfM model. At right is an original still image from the
UAV showing context for the location of the anomaly.
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Table 3-14a: Inspection Checklist for Tibble Fork Dam – Embankment Dam Structure (Adapted from (damsafety.org))
Item

Observation

U/S Slope
vegetation/riprap

Model Still
Adequacy Description
Used? Images
Rating
Needed?

No vegetation, no significant
Yes
depressions in riprap
beaching/slides/cracks One minor show of bedding through
Yes
riprap at Sta 7+00 - could be from riprap
placement
undermining/erosion
None
Yes
Crest
ruts/erosion
None
Yes

No

A

No

A

No

A

Yes

A

cracks/settlement
poor alignment
D/S Slope
vegetation/erosion
rodent burrows
sloughs/slides/cracks
seepage/wetness
Groins
vegetation/riprap
erosion
seepage/wetness

None
None

Yes
Yes

No
No

A
A

Moderate to extensive, 3-4 inches deep;
grass mix hasn't developed
None
None
None

Yes

No

A

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

A
A
A

None
Moderate to extensive, up to 6 inches
deep in both groins; grass mix hasn't
developed
Left groin near stilling basin 25ft x 15ft;
wet area d/s from right groin 45ft x 60ft

Yes
Yes

No
No

A
A

Yes

No

A
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Slight artificial raise in dam
surface at Sta 4+00; oblique still
image gives clarity

Item

Observation

other

Should have slope protection (larger
rock) along top of shelf of
groin/abutment drainage blanket
(~4+00)

Abutments
vegetation/erosion
sloughs/slides/cracks
seepage/wetness
Toe
cracks/slumps
embankment drains
seepage/wetness

Model Still
Adequacy Description
Used? Images
Rating
Needed?
Yes
No
A

No vegetation, rock sluffing at left
abutment crest; moderate erosion both
abutments 3-4 inches deep
Minor sluffing due to seepage plane at
elevation 6363 ft
Minor seepage/wetness on left abutment

Yes

No

A

Yes

No

A

Yes

No

A

Slump along drain pipe within drainage
blanket - 7ft of exposed drain pipe
See above
Sta 4+25 4ft x 10ft wet spot, exposed
toe drain pipe; wet spot at D/S toe Sta
3+10 4ft x 10ft

Yes

No

A

Yes
Yes

No
No

A
A
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Table 3-14b: Inspection Checklist for Tibble Fork Dam – Spillways, Drains, & Outlets (Adapted from (damsafety.org))
Item
Inlet/riser
trashrack/debris
gates/flashboards
cracks/deterioration

seepage
Flow-way
improper alignment
cracks/deterioration
joint deterioration
Stilling Basin/Outlet
type
cracks/deterioration
seepage/piping
undercutting
erosion
debris

Observation

Model Still
Adequacy Description
Used? Images
Rating
Needed?

Minor timbers at both ends of log boom;
small log on riprap, couple of small logs
in intake box; no trashrack
N/A
One 1.5ft x 3in anomaly in concrete
inside of intake from slab surface up
front face wall; needs investigation

Yes

No

A

Yes

Yes

PA

Dampness from seepage through
construction joint along floor slab of
intake box

Yes

No

A

None
None

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

A
A

None

Yes

Yes

A

Yes
Yes

No
No

A
A

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

A
A
A

Riprap-lined stilling basin
N/A
Seepage from left groin running into
stilling basin (see above)
None
None
None
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Need to inspect anomaly more
closely in person; small portion
of outside edge of intake not
clear in model - still image
clarifies

Fence not clear in model;
portions of spillway wall not
crisp, stills give clarity

Item
Emergency Spillway
vegetation/cover
erosion
obstructions
Lake Drains/Outlets
gates/valves
joints/flow surface
inlet tower
outlet area
operability
Toe Drain
flow amounts
flow clear/muddy

Observation

Model Still
Adequacy Description
Used? Images
Rating
Needed?

N/A
N/A
N/A
Not visible
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
~10-40 gpm by visual estimation
Clear

Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes

PA
A

Not able to measure accurately

Additional considerations in the viability evaluation include relative advantages and
disadvantages to the UAV method compared to the traditional visual on-foot and in-person
inspection method. Advantages to the advanced autonomous UAV method using SfM modeling
and still images are the ability to capture a snapshot in time, the ability for post-processing
analysis, the ability for change detection between subsequent models, the ability for retro-active
model inspection, the access to interactive 3D models and measurements from the office, the
potential avoidance of safety risks involved in manned inspection, and the potential for
autonomous inspection. Disadvantages include the startup and maintenance costs associated with
UAV-based inspection, the current need for trained personnel on site to facilitate the UAV
inspection, the assumption of risk associated with performing UAV flights, the time required for
data collection, the delay between data acquisition and model inspection, the inability to conduct
further immediate UAV or on-foot inspection due to model processing time, and the limited
ability of the UAV to operate in moderately fair or better weather conditions. An ultimate
evaluation of viability should take place on a case by case basis by the party responsible for
operation and maintenance of a given facility. However, the advantages of the UAV method are
substantial, and the disadvantages are likely workable for many cases. It is also a viable option to
combine the UAV-based method with portions of the traditional method. Considering the
excellent performance of the UAV method in facilitating the inspection tasks and the reasonable
advantages and disadvantages of the UAV method relative to the traditional method, the Tibble
Fork Dam case study illustrates that the UAV method appears to be a highly viable method for
exterior inspection of dams, at least for dams similar to Tibble Fork Dam.
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4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work had three main achievements. First, this study presented field validation for a
novel advanced autonomous UAV-based infrastructure inspection method based on a multi-scale
view planning algorithm developed by (Okeson). The multi-scale view planning algorithm was
reported to have great potential for use in targeted infrastructure inspection but prior to this work
had not at all been field validated at an infrastructure site. Second, the study provided a
comparative assessment of the novel advanced autonomous image acquisition method with two
other methods of image acquisition common to literature and industry: manual piloted and basic
autonomous. The three methods were tested and comparatively analyzed for multi-scale
inspection based on SfM model accuracy and SfM model reproducibility for repeat inspections.
Third, the study included qualitative evaluation of the multi-scale advanced autonomous method
and investigated how well the method could be used to perform tasks typical to the targeted
exterior inspection of an earthen dam. Such a practical evaluation was needed to provide the civil
engineering community with evidence on the viability of the method for real dam inspection.
The key findings and results pertaining to each of these achievements is summarized below
followed by suggestions for future work.

4.1

Conclusion
First, the novel advanced autonomous method for targeted infrastructure was field-

validated at Tibble Fork Dam, UT. SfM models generated through the novel data acquisition
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method were evaluated based on accuracy, reproducibility, quality, and viability for inspection
use. Results showed that the advanced autonomous method achieved mean accuracy of 1.3 cm as
measured at 15 precise-point checkpoints on the dam compared to a total station ground truth
survey. The advanced autonomous method achieved a mean surface terrain SfM model
reproducibility of 1.9cm for two repeat inspections as measured at sixteen 4m x 4m SfM model
extracts around the dam embankment and groins. The SfM model produced from the advanced
autonomous method had tiered model quality based on model resolution, visual clarity, and
reconstruction quality. The medium and high priority regions were found to have approximately
25% and 50% higher resolution, respectively, than the low priority regions. Visual clarity
showed step improvement by priority region. The SfM model also showed tiered reconstruction
integrity, apparent from more accurate definition of protruding and open features traditionally
difficult for SfM. The advanced autonomous inspection method was tested for viability in a
specific civil engineering field application—exterior inspection of dams—through a case study
discussed below.
Second, the advanced autonomous method was compared with two existing method of
image acquisition common to industry and literature—manual piloted and basic autonomous
(automated parallel flight line missions). Relative to these two methods, the advanced
autonomous method produced superior SfM models with both higher accuracy and tighter
reproducibility. The advanced autonomous method was on average 38% more accurate than the
basic autonomous and manual piloted methods. Compared to the mean SfM model accuracy for
the advanced autonomous method of 1.3cm, the mean accuracies for manual piloted and basic
autonomous methods were 1.7cm and 2.5cm, respectively. The advanced autonomous method
had on average 52% tighter reproducibility than the basic autonomous and manual piloted
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methods. Compared to the mean SfM model reproducibility for the advanced autonomous
method of 1.9cm, the mean SfM model reproducibility for manual piloted and basic autonomous
methods was 3.6cm and 4.3cm, respectively. A noted limitation or weakness of the advanced
autonomous method is flight duration required for completing the inspection. Compared to the
approximately 20 minutes required for the manual piloted and basic autonomous methods, the
advanced autonomous method required approximately 1 hour to complete. This limitation stems
from complex, well-dispersed set of camera poses required by the advanced autonomous method
and the current limitation in the accompanying mobile flight application that the advanced
autonomous images cannot be taken on the fly. These limitations could be mitigated by including
consideration of the length of the flight path into the camera selection optimization framework or
modification to the mobile application such that images can be captured on the fly. While the
advanced autonomous method required longer flight duration than the manual piloted or basic
autonomous methods, the advanced autonomous method required on average 38% fewer images
per inspection than the other two methods, allowing for a significant reduction in model
processing time.
Third, Tibble Fork Dam was successfully inspected in a case study using the SfM model
and corresponding images to accomplish inspection items for a standard embankment dam
inspection checklist. Inspection tasks were performed using the SfM model and corresponding
still images, and for each task, the method received an adequacy rating of adequate, partially
adequate, or inadequate. Also, the number of inspection tasks which required use of the still
images in addition to the SfM model was recorded. Of the 33 inspection items, 31 received an
adequate rating, and two received a partially adequate rating. Only 6 of the 33 items required
supplemental use of the still images. This case study illustrated that the data collected from the
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advanced autonomous method is adequate or partially adequate for all of the inspection items
necessary for exterior inspection of a dam such as Tibble Fork Dam. Other practical viability
considerations were summarized. Among these, notable disadvantages of the UAV method were
startup costs, need for trained personnel, and required time for model processing before
inspection can occur, perhaps limiting the ability for further in-person inspection of detected
anomalies. Notable advantages of the UAV method are preserving snapshots in time which can
be used for change detection or retroactive inspection of newly noted anomalies and the ability to
inspect and analyze an interactive model from the office. While costs and benefits should be
carefully considered by the party responsible for operation and maintenance of a facility, this
case study demonstrated that the advanced autonomous UAV method can facilitate exterior dam
inspection and is a highly viable replacement for or supplement with traditional inspection
methods for a facility such as Tibble Fork Dam.
The infrastructure monitoring challenge is vast and ongoing. Pursuant to forwarding the
state of the art in meeting one aspect of that challenge, the findings of this study have
demonstrated the effectiveness of a novel advanced autonomous UAV-based method for exterior
inspection of dams.

4.2

Future Work
Suggestions for future work include development and testing of an advanced autonomous

method having improved field efficiency, development and testing of a framework for
cooperative task allocation to more efficiently achieve a large targeted inspection using a swarm
of UAVs, and development and testing of a more fully automated remote acquisition method
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which would allow UAVs to collect and send data back to the office for fully remote or
preliminary inspection.
The first suggestion for future work is to develop and test an advanced autonomous
method having improved field efficiency. The multi-scale view planning algorithm (Okeson)
upon which the advanced autonomous method presented in this study is based on choosing
waypoints to achieve coverage for SfM modeling irrespective of the relative spatial closeness of
waypoint locations. Consequently, the acquisition method is slower than basic autonomous or
manual piloted acquisition. A suggestion for future work is to investigate an optimization
framework which selects a set of semi-ideal camera poses available along chosen trajectories, to
reduce the amount of back and forth flight time, and to possibly allow for part or all of the
images to be captured on the fly.
The second suggestion for future work is to develop and test a framework for cooperative
task allocation to facilitate more efficient autonomous targeted inspection of large facilities.
Some research exists in the literature on UAV task allocation and cooperative flights for UAV
swarms. However, to the author’s knowledge, such methods have not yet been applied to
advanced autonomous UAV-based infrastructure inspection. Such a development could
significantly increase the efficiency and viability of the UAV-method for large facilities.
The third suggestion for future work is to develop and test a more fully automated remote
acquisition method which would allow UAVs to collect and send data back to the office for
fully-remote or preliminary inspection. Current UAV law, stemming from safety concerns,
restricts the level of autonomy in deploying UAVs. However, it is possible that safety measures
and safe zones could facilitate higher levels of UAV autonomy in the future. One of the
limitations of the current method is that UAV operators must travel to infrastructure sites and
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conduct the inspections, in which time, manual inspection might have been accomplished.
Additionally, SfM modeling requires substantial processing time before model-based inspection
can occur. At that point, inspection personnel may have left the facility and must return later for
further in-person inspection any detected anomalies. If remote acquisition could be more fully
automated and the data transmitted back to the office, it is possible that inspection personnel
could determine which features, if any, need closer inspection before going to the site.
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APPENDIX A. SFM MODELS AND PROCESSING REPORTS
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Accuracy Evaluation
This section contains screen captures and Agisoft PhotoScan processing details for each
of the three SfM models used in the accuracy evaluation. The order is as follows:
1. Advanced Autonomous
2. Basic Autonomous
3. Manual Piloted
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Reproducibility Evaluation
This section contains screen captures and Bentley ContextCapture processing details for
each of the twelve SfM models used in the reproducibility evaluation. For each model, the
processing details are listed first, followed by a screen capture of the model. The order is as
follows:
1. Inspire 2 Advanced Autonomous 1
2. Inspire 2 Basic Autonomous 1
3. Inspire 2 Manual Piloted 1
4. Phantom 4 Advanced Autonomous 1
5. Phantom 4 Advanced Autonomous 2
6. Phantom 4 Advanced Autonomous 3
7. Phantom 4 Basic Autonomous 1
8. Phantom 4 Basic Autonomous 2
9. Phantom 4 Basic Autonomous 3
10. Phantom 4 Manual Piloted 1
11. Phantom 4 Manual Piloted 2
12. Phantom 4 Manual Piloted 3
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Quality & Viability Evaluation
This section contains a screen capture and Bentley ContextCapture processing details for
the Phantom 4 Pro advanced autonomous SfM model used in the quality and viability
evaluations. The processing details are listed first, followed by a screen capture of the model.
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APPENDIX B. REPRODUCIBILITY COMPARISONS

This appendix includes screen captures and mean distance distribution graphs of the
CloudCompare cloud-to-mesh (C2M) comparisons for the surface reproducibility study. The
following convention was used in naming the comparison outputs:
[comparison model name]_to_[initial model name]_[sample location]
The model names use the following convention:
[model name][inspection model number]
Where
IP = Inspire Manual Piloted
PP = Phantom 4 Manual Piloted
PBA = Phantom 4 Basic Autonomous
PAA = Phantom 4 Advanced Autonomous
For inspection model numbers, the first inspection for each platform/acquisition method
is labeled 1, the second inspection with that platform/acquisition method is labeled 2, and so on.
The following map shows the location of each of the sixteen sample locations. The labels
by priority region are as follows:
High Priority: Groin_01, Groin_02, Groin_03, Groin_04
Medium Priority: RightGroin_01, RightGroin_02, Spillway_01, RightGroin_04
Low Priority: Embankment_01, Embankment_02, Embankment_03, Embankment_04
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Figure B-1. Map of sample locations for reproducibility evaluation.
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APPENDIX C. INSPECTION CHECKLIST

This appendix includes an inspection checklist provided on the Association of State Dam
Safety Officials (ASDSO) website (damsafety.org). The inspection checklist was compiled by
the Ohio Department of Natural Resources but is applicable to other facilities having similar
structure and dam features.
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APPENDIX D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OUTPUTS FROM JMP

This appendix includes reports from the statistical analysis performed using JMP for the
accuracy and reproducibility evaluations. Select tables from the following statistical analysis
reports were included and discussed in the Results section. The full statistical reports are
included here so that the reader may investigate the statistical methods and results in greater
depth if desired.
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Accuracy Evaluation
This section includes a report from the statistical model used for the accuracy evaluation.
Statistical model examines effects of both data acquisition method and priority level on 3D error.
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Reproducibility Evaluation
This section includes reports from the statistical models used for three analyses in the
reproducibility evaluation. The reports are ordered as follows:
1. Platform Effect
2. Surface Type Effect
3. Data Acquisition Method & Priority Level
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